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ABSTRACT
Humans are unique in many respects including being furless, striding bipeds that excel at walking
and running long distances in hot conditions. This review summarizes what we do and do not
know about the evolution of these characteristics, and how they are related. Although many
details remain poorly known, the first hominins (species more closely related to humans than to
chimpanzees) apparently diverged from the chimpanzee lineage because of selection for bipedal
walking, probably because it improved their ability to forage efficiently. However, because bipedal
hominins are necessarily slow runners, early hominins in open habitats likely benefited from
improved abilities to dump heat in order to forage safely during times of peak heat when predators
were unable to hunt them. Endurance running capabilities evolved later, probably as adaptations
for scavenging and then hunting. If so, then there would have been strong selection for heatloss mechanisms, especially sweating, to persistence hunt, in which hunters combine endurance
running and tracking to drive their prey into hyperthermia. As modern humans dispersed into
a wide range of habitats over the last few hundred thousand years, recent selection has helped
populations cope better with a broader range of locomotor and thermoregulatory challenges, but
all humans remain essentially adapted for long distance locomotion rather than speed, and to
C 2015 American Physiological Society. Compr Physiol 5:99-117,
dump rather than retain heat. ⃝
2015.

Introduction
Humans are distinctive compared to other mammals in
numerous respects including being habitually bipedal, and
the ability to walk and run long distances at relatively fast
speeds in hot, arid conditions. The optimal walking speed
for an average-sized human is 1.2 m/s, about 20% faster and
four times more efficient compared to our closest relatives,
chimpanzees, and about 20% faster and approximately as
efficient as a pony’s optimal walking speed (117, 133, 161).
In addition, although maximum running speed in humans
is unimpressive, about half that of most equivalent-sized
quadrupeds (52), humans are among the few mammals—and
the only species of primate—that can repeatedly run very
long distances at relatively fast speeds under aerobic capacity.
Other cursorial (running adapted) quadrupeds can run long
distances at a trot but not a gallop, yet the preferred trotting
speed of a pony, approximately 3 m/s, is only half the speed
at which a fit human can run a marathon with nearly equal
efficiency (63, 133). Finally, most mammals are able to walk
or run long distances only in relatively cool conditions, but
humans are the sole species of mammal that excels at long
distance trekking and running in extremely hot conditions. No
horse or dog could possibly run a marathon in 30◦ C heat (40).
The purpose of this review is to summarize the evidence
for the origins of the special nature of human locomotion
and heat loss mechanisms, and to make the argument—first
elucidated by Carrier (24)—that these systems share a linked
evolutionary history. Although some details remain murky,
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multiple lines of evidence suggest that there was strong
selection on early hominins (species more closely related to
humans than to chimpanzees) to stand and walk efficiently,
and that the origins of bipedalism was later followed by
additional selection for long distance walking and then for
endurance running. In turn, it is reasonable to hypothesize
that selection for long distance walking and running created
a selective advantage for hominins to dump heat effectively
in hot, arid conditions. After modern humans evolved and
dispersed all over the globe, further selection occurred to
help different populations adapt to a wide range of climatic
conditions, but all human populations are variants of a basic
adaptive pattern for long-term aerobic exertion in hot habitats.
I first summarize the evidence for the evolution of human
locomotion and then heat loss, in both cases drawing on the
fossil record as well as comparisons between humans and the
African great apes. I then evaluate alternative hypotheses for
how these two distinctive systems evolved, and the extent to
which they are linked. I conclude with a discussion of the
contemporary relevance of the evolutionary bases of these
adaptations.
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Bipedalism
Fossil evidence discovered over the last few decades indicates
that selection for bipedalism may have been the initial spark
that set the human lineage on a different evolutionary path
from the African great apes. In fact, the presence of adaptations for bipedalism is a major reason for classifying many
of these fossils as hominins (a problem of circular logic if
bipedalism evolved more than once). Bipedalism, however,
is an unusual form of locomotion that has a long, complex
evolutionary history involving several stages, each of which
was contingent upon previous stages, and likely driven by
selective pressures caused by changing climatic conditions.
Therefore, before reviewing the evolutionary transformations
that led to modern human walking and running, it is useful to
begin with a consideration of the phylogenetic and ecological
contexts in which hominin bipedalism first evolved.

Evolutionary context
As Figure 1 illustrates, molecular data unambiguously
indicate that humans and chimpanzees share a last common
ancestor (LCA) that diverged approximately 5 to 8 million
years ago (Ma), and that gorillas diverged from the humanchimpanzee clade approximately 8 to 12 Ma. Molecular
evidence that humans and chimpanzees are sister taxa was
initially a surprise to paleontologists because chimpanzees
and gorillas share many similarities in their cranial and
postcranial anatomy, with many differences attributable to
the effects of size (9, 54, 55, 151). Among their many similarities, chimpanzees and gorillas habitually knuckle walk, a
distinctive form of locomotion that involves resting the forelimbs on the dorsal surface of the middle phalanges of a flexed
hand. Knuckle walking is commonly interpreted as a way to
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Figure 1 Evolutionary tree showing the relationships among
humans, chimpanzees, and gorillas, as well as the Last Common
Ancestors (LCA) of humans and chimps, and of humans, chimps, and
gorillas. The dates of the divergences are only approximate.
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locomote quadrupedally while maintaining adaptations for
arboreal climbing such as short hind limbs, long upper limbs,
and long, curved manual phalanges (for review, see Ref. 46).
Given the unique nature of knuckle walking in combination
with additional similarities between chimpanzees and gorillas, it was assumed before molecular data indicated otherwise
that these species were closely related cousins who shared
a common knuckle-walking ancestor, and that the LCA of
humans and the African great apes was unlikely to have been a
knuckle walker, but instead a generalized quadruped or possibly even some sort of brachiator with an orthograde (upright)
trunk (see Ref. 60).
The fact that chimpanzees and humans are more closely
related to each other than to gorillas has necessitated a reevaluation of hominin origins. From a phylogenetic perspective, the most parsimonious scenario is that knuckle walking
and other similarities between the African great apes evolved
just once in the LCA of chimpanzees, humans, and gorillas,
and that the more recent LCA of just humans and chimpanzees
was also a knuckle walker that resembled chimpanzees and
gorillas in many respects (125). If not, then the many similarities between chimpanzees and gorillas must have evolved
independently, which is highly unlikely.
Reconstructing the LCA as a knuckle-walker has important implications for hypotheses about the origins of bipedalism, but this reconstruction is unsubstantiated and is the subject of much debate for three reasons. First, although the
LCA of humans and chimpanzees has never been discovered,
there are many species of fossil great apes from the Miocene
(23-5 Ma), and few of them closely resemble either chimpanzees or gorillas, especially in terms of their locomotor anatomy. Instead, some such as Proconsul are generalized quadrupeds, and others such as Morotopithecus are
orthograde climbers (97, 171). Second, chimpanzees and
gorillas knuckle walk in a slightly different manner, leading some scholars to speculate that this mode of locomotion
evolved independently in the two species (77). Third, although
there is almost no fossil record of chimpanzee and gorilla evolution, paleontologists have discovered a number of putative
early hominins, and some scholars have argued that these
early members of the human lineage do not resemble chimpanzees or gorillas (4, 181). Although this view cannot be
discounted entirely, the balance of evidence suggests that the
LCA was a knuckle-walker. Most importantly, interpretations
of the earliest hominins as unlike chimpanzees or gorillas
are problematic because these fossils actually resemble chimpanzees and gorillas in most aspects for which they are unlike
later hominins (91, 186). In addition, while Miocene apes are
diverse, most of these species are unlikely to be closely related
to the LCA of humans and chimps, which means that their
locomotor adaptations do not refute reconstructions of the
LCA as similar to the extant African great apes (114). Finally,
although adult gorillas do knuckle walk with more vertical
forelimbs than chimps, this difference is exactly what one
expects in larger bodied animals, which use less crouched postures for reasons of scaling (10). As with many aspects of their
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hominins needed to travel longer distances to find fruit (131).
Chimpanzees rely on fruit for more than 75% of their diet,
and travel on average only 2 to 3 km per day (119). Yet,
the highly flexed limb postures required for knuckle walking are highly inefficient, costing four times more energy per
unit body mass per unit distance than humanlike bipedalism
(117, 154). If early bipeds were able to reduce their cost of
locomotion, they would have reaped substantial energetic benefits if and when they needed to travel longer distances than
chimps to forage. Testing this hypothesis, however, requires
reliable reconstructions of the locomotor repertoire of not just
the LCA but also the first hominins.

Holocene

1

Pliocene

4

Major transitions in hominin bipedalism
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anatomy and diet, locomotor differences between gorillas and
chimpanzees are best explained as consequences of size.
Debates over the nature of the LCA remain resolved,
but the hypothesis that they were knuckle walkers has farreaching implications for hypotheses about why and how
bipedalism evolved in the rainforest contexts in which the
LCA, like extant great apes, almost certainly lived. Africa
during this period, the late Miocene, was warmer and wetter than today, but was generally trending (but with many
fluctuations) toward becoming cooler and drier as a result
of global and regional changes (Fig. 2) (11, 26, 76). Major
consequences of these changes were fractionation of the rain
forests and the expansion of more open woodland habitats,
which appear to be the dominant ecological context in which
the earliest hominins have been unearthed (see below). More
open habitats must have been a source of stress for primarily frugivorous apes because the patches of fruit on which
they relied would have become smaller, more dispersed, and
more seasonal. Although there are many proposed explanations for why bipedalism initially evolved (for reviews, see
Refs. 46, 60, 91), the two leading hypotheses propose that
these stresses favored incipient bipedalism in ways relevant
to food acquisition. The first hypothesis is that bipedalism
initially evolved as a postural adaptation for more effective
upright feeding. Studies by Hunt (68) and by Crompton and
colleagues (32, 33, 163) have shown that apes often stand
upright when either feeding on the ground or in trees. If
hominins with anatomical variations that improved their ability to stand upright had a foraging advantage as fruits became
more rare, they might have been at a selective advantage. The
second hypothesis, which is not exclusive of the first, is that
bipedalism was selected to improve locomotor efficiency as
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Although the first hominins appear to have been bipeds, they
probably stood, walked, and ran very differently from modern
humans. Instead, hominin bipedalism appears to have evolved
via three major stages (summarized in Figs. 3 and 4), each of
which contributed in different ways to the suite of locomotor
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Figure 3

Dates of species of hominins with representative skeletons
from each of the major stages of human evolution. Species in the genus
Homo are in black, species in the genus Australopithecus are in white,
and early hominin species and genera are in gray.
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Ancestral adaptations for arboreality
(partial)
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Derived adaptations for walking
(partial)
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Figure 4

Comparison of major locomotor features in chimpanzees, australopiths, and humans. Highlighted are ancestral
features for arboreal locomotion in chimpanzees, derived features for walking in Australopithecus, and derived features for running
in Homo.

adaptations observable in modern humans. To understand
human bipedalism therefore requires considering each of
these stages, beginning with the earliest known hominins.

Stage 1: Earliest hominins
The oldest proposed hominin species is Sahelanthropus
tchadensis, whose remains have been found in Chad in sediments dated to between 6.0 and 7.2 Ma (17, 18, 82, 168). The
only material described so far for Sahelanthropus is a partial
cranium, several mandibular fragments, and numerous teeth,
but the cranium is almost surely that of a biped because its
inferiorly oriented foramen magnum is nearly parallel relative
to the long axis of the orbits, indicating a vertical upper neck,
hence habitual upright posture (192). A second species from
Kenya, Orrorin tugenensis, is dated to 6 Ma, and includes a
partial femur that has several features typical of later bipedal
hominins (4, 113, 126). Finally, two early species assigned
to the genus Ardipithecus have been found in Ethiopia: Ar.
kadabba (dated to 5.2-5.8 Ma) and Ar. ramidus (dated to 4.34.5 Ma) (58,150,181,182). Little is known about Ar. kadabba,
but among the fossils assigned to Ar. ramidus is a partially
complete skeleton (nicknamed “Ardi”) that has numerous features indicative of bipedalism. The most important of these
is the pelvis, which, although distorted, was short and probably had laterally-oriented ilia, permitting the small gluteal
muscles to function as hip abductors (in apes, these muscles
function primarily as extensors) (96). The Ar. ramidus foot
also has several indications of a partially rigid midfoot, and
as well as hyperextensible phalanges (95). It has been argued
that Ar. ramidus has other adaptations for bipedalism such as
a long, lordotic lumbar region and an inwardly angled femur,
but these features are not preserved in the skeleton and remain
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conjectural. Ar. ramidus also has numerous chimp-like adaptations for climbing trees such as a very divergent hallux, long
and curved phalanges, a slightly inverted subtalar joint, and
relatively long arms. A partial foot that is similar to Ardi’s,
but dated to 3.4 Ma, suggests that this type of foot persisted
for at least a million years (57).
To what extent and how the earliest hominins were bipedal
is difficult to reconstruct. Without postcranial evidence, we
can establish only that Sahelanthropus was a postural biped;
in addition, Ar. ramidus lived approximately 1.5 million years
after the first putative bipedal hominins. If we assume that Ar.
ramidus was representative of earlier hominin species, then
it is not unreasonable to reconstruct the earliest hominins as
being a combination of arboreal climbers and bipedal walkers. Analyses of their feet suggest they probably walked like
chimps on the lateral margin of the foot (95), but there are not
yet enough data to infer reliably whether they had inefficient
bent-hip bent-knee gaits or more extended lower limbs during walking. In other words, they may have been occasional
or facultative bipeds. Even so, whatever form of bipedalism
they practiced was clearly different from their more habitually
bipedal descendents who are classified in the genus Australopithecus, and who represent the second major stage in hominin
locomotor evolution.

Stage 2: Australopiths
The australopiths (the colloquial term for species in the genus
Australopithecus) comprise a diverse group of hominins that
lived in Africa between 4 and 1 Ma (see Fig. 3). Much of the
variation among australopith species is craniodental, reflecting adaptations to diverse diets, but recently recovered evidence reveals that these species also varied appreciably in
terms of locomotion. The three species for which we have the
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best data are Au. afarensis, which lived in East Africa from
3.9 to 3.0 Ma; Au. africanus, which lived in South Africa from
3 to 2 Ma; and Au. sediba, which is found in South African
sites dating to 1.8 to 2.0 Ma (for reviews, see Refs. 46 and
89). As summarized in Figure 4, all of these species retain
adaptations evident in great apes and earlier hominins for tree
climbing including relatively short legs, long arms, and long,
curved pedal phalanges; but they also had more modern feet
than Ardipithecus including an adducted hallux, and a partial
longitudinal arch; in addition, they had a long lumbar region
with a strong lordosis that positioned the body’s center of
mass above the hips; a wide pelvis with efficient hip abductors; medially positioned knees; and enlarged lower extremity
joints to withstand the higher stresses caused by bipedalism
(see Refs. 2, 60, 172). The greatest variation appears to be
in the foot and ankle. Whereas the posterior calcaneus (heel
bone) in Au. afarensis is large and inferiorly flat like a modern
human’s to stabilize the foot during heel strike, it is small and
triangular in cross-sectional shape in Au. sediba, which probably walked on a more inverted foot (39). Other features in
Au. sediba such as its narrow thorax and upwardly-oriented
shoulder joint also would have benefited climbing performance (28).
The general picture of the australopiths is that they were
habitual and effective walkers and climbers, but that some
species such as Au sediba may have been more arboreally
adapted than others such as Au. afarensis and Au. africanus. A
group of species termed the “robust” australopiths (some paleontologists group them in a separate genus, Paranthropus),
which are characterized by craniodental adaptations for chewing very mechanically demanding food, also appear to have
been effective, habitual bipeds, but there are hints they might
have differed from earlier, more gracile species such as Au.
africanus and Au. afarensis in subtle ways (2, 158, 159). The
likely overall diversity among australopiths makes sense given
what is known about ongoing climate change in Africa during
this period, the Pliocene (5.3-2.8 Ma) (see Fig. 2). As Africa
continued to become cooler and drier during the Pliocene,
albeit with many swings back and forth, there was considerable variation within and between regions, often because of
intense tectonic activity (26,38,76,111). Although fruits must
have remained an important part of their diet, the australopiths were probably under intense pressure to exploit non-fruit
plant foods, many of them very tough and fibrous, and which
required more travel time to acquire in perilous open habitats
(for review, see Ref. 90). It, therefore, makes sense that many
australopith species were under selection to be efficient at
long-distance walking but also to retain arboreal adaptations
for access to fruits as well as protection from predators.

Stage 3: Homo
The third and last major stage in hominin locomotor evolution
occurred in the Genus Homo (see Figs. 3 and 4). Substantial
variation has led to much confusion over the taxonomy of
early Homo, but most experts recognize at least two major
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species: H. habilis and H. erectus. Limited postcranial remains
attributed to H. habilis, which may be as old as 2.3 Ma and
persisted until 1.4 Ma, suggest that body size and proportions
in this species were similar to Australopithecus, but an isolated
partial foot (OH 8) that might be from H. habilis has numerous
derived features including a definitive longitudinal arch (59).
H. erectus, in contrast, is much more like modern humans in
terms of its postcranial anatomy. Although body size varies
enormously in the species (body mass estimates range from
40-70 kg), they had relatively long limbs (118), relatively large
joints in the lower extremity and spine (72, 135, 139), basinshaped pelves with relatively large gluteal muscles (92), and
narrow waists. Footprints that were likely made by H. erectus
are extremely modern, indicating a full arch with short toes,
and a long striding gait (8, 41). In addition, many adaptations
for arboreal locomotion that were present among australopiths
are absent in H. erectus. Although H. erectus postcrania differ
in some respects from those of modern humans, most notably
in having more flared ilia, their overall locomotor anatomy is
similar enough to infer that they walked and ran like living
humans (Fig. 4).
There are several alternative hypotheses to explain the
shift to modern locomotor anatomy that occurred across the
transition from Australopithecus to Homo. One hypothesis
is that australopith bipedalism was partially apelike with an
inefficient bent-hip bent-knee gait that was necessitated by
retained adaptations for arboreal locomotion, and that the
transition to Homo was driven by selection to improve walking efficiency (147,160). A corollary of this hypothesis is that
selection for long-distance walking efficiency came at the
expense of adaptations for arboreality such as short legs, and
long, curved toes. This view, however, has been challenged
by several lines of evidence including the orientations of trabeculae in fossil distal tibia of Au. africanus, which indicate
that this species loaded its ankles, hence its knees, in extended
postures unlike those used by chimps (6). In addition, footprints dated to 3.6 Ma from Laetoli, Tanzania that were likely
made by Au. afarensis are consistent with modern striding
gaits (33, 121). Finally, some other features characteristic of
australopiths such as long toes and long femoral necks would
not have compromised walking performance (132), and there
is no evidence that selection for improved walking performance would have selected against upper limb features that
are useful for climbing but which have little to no effect on
walking such as long forearms, curved manual phalanges, and
superiorly oriented shoulder joints.
A second hypothesis regarding the locomotor differences
between Australopithecus and Homo is that this transition
was partially driven by selection for endurance running (15).
In terms of skeletal anatomy, several lines of evidence support this hypothesis. Most importantly, species in the genus
Homo, especially beginning with H. erectus but also including
H. sapiens, have numerous features that would have improved
performance in running but not walking. Since the predominantly mass-spring gait mechanics of running differ markedly
from the primarily pendular mechanics of walking, a large
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proportion of these features include potential adaptations for
storing and releasing elastic energy such as a long Achilles
tendon (inferred indirectly from the small apelike insertion
on the posterior calcaneus in Australopithecus), and evidence
for a close-packed calcaneo-cuboid joint, which helps the longitudinal arch function as a spring (2, 84). Many additional
novel features in the genus Homo may be adaptations for
stabilization during running, which is a more serious challenge than during walking. These features include relatively
larger anterior and posterior semicircular canals than in apes
and australopiths, which help the head sense and adjust to
the rapid pitching forces generated by running (56); narrow waists and shoulders that are largely decoupled from
the head, and which allow the torso to rotate independently of
the pelvis and head; a nuchal ligament, which helps passively
stabilize the head during running (90); and an expanded cranial portion of the gluteus maximus to counter high pitching
forces on the trunk (92). Another set of derived skeletal features relevant to running performance may be adaptations to
cope with the higher internal and external forces generated by
running. These features including relatively larger joint surface areas in the lower extremities and lower spine (72, 135);
short toes, which decrease moments around the metatarsophalangeal joints (132); and a shorter femoral neck (94).
Below we will consider why selection might have favored
adaptations for long-distance running in Homo, but there is
reason to speculate that climbing performance must have been
compromised by some of these features, notably low shoulders that have fewer muscular connections to the upper spine
and head, relatively shorter forearms, shorter and straighter
toes, and relatively longer legs (2). Selection for endurance
running may therefore explain why humans are the only primate that is poorly adapted for arboreal locomotion. That said,
not all derived features in Homo are adaptations for running;
some of them would also have benefited walking, and some
might be related to other functional tasks such as throwing or
tool-making (127).
Altogether, each of the three major transitions in hominin
locomotion (facultative bipedalism and climbing in early
hominins, habitual walking and facultative climbing in australipiths, and walking and running in the genus Homo) was
contingent on previous events, was driven by climatic change,
and involved trade-offs. It is worth reiterating that selection
for bipedalism was probably spurred by fragmentation of rain
forest habitats and might not have been advantageous had the
LCA not been relatively inefficient (a hypothesis that is dependent on how one reconstructs the LCA). Whatever its initial
benefits, habitual bipedalism resulted in a loss of stability
and speed among early hominins. Selection for more dedicated long distance walking in Australopithecus took place in
the context of increasing cooling and drying of Africa over
the Pliocene (26, 111). Such conditions would have favored
hominins better able to walk long distances to forage for
widely dispersed foods in increasingly open, arid, and hot
habitats. Although the australopiths retained many adaptations for arboreal locomotion, selection for more efficient
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walking possibly came at the expense of some performance
abilities in the trees. Finally, running was probably selected
for as open grassland habitats continued to expand as the Ice
Age began between 3 and 2 Ma (see Fig. 2). Expansion of
these habitats favored the evolution of many herbivores, in
turn leading to selection for a variety of carnivores, of which
Homo appears to be just one example (166). Since bipedal
hominins are necessarily slow (two legs can generate half the
power of four legs), endurance running may have been an
adaptation to enable bipedal hominins to hunt herbivores in a
novel way known as persistence hunting, which also requires
adaptations for dumping heat. However, before evaluating
hypotheses for how selection may have favored the transitions
described above, it is first necessary to review the derived thermoregulatory features that enable active humans to keep cool,
and how and when these adaptations might have evolved.

Heat Exchange
Compared to most mammals, humans have an impressive
ability to keep cool during strenuous physical activity in hot
conditions. In fact, as argued below, these capabilities may
have played an important role in hominin evolution, first helping slow, unsteady bipeds forage over long distances when
predators were less likely to hunt them, and then helping
hominins become diurnal predators themselves. Before evaluating these hypotheses, it is useful to first review the evolution
of four derived sets of adaptations for preventing hyperthermia in humans: an increased ability to sweat; an external nose;
enhanced ability to cool the brain; and an elongated, upright
body.

Sweating
One of the most distinctive aspects of human anatomy and
physiology is an increased capacity to cool through sweating.
Sweating cools via evaporative heat loss when secreted water
(sweat) vaporizes on the surface of the skin. Since it requires
580 calories (2426 J) to transfer 1 g of water at 35◦ C to water
vapor at the same temperature, this phase transition transfers
considerable energy in the form of heat from the organism
to the atmosphere, thus cooling the body surface where the
phase shift occurs.
Although sweating is an extremely effective method of
cooling, it is a specialized form of heat exchange that derives
from other forms of evapotranspiration, notably panting. Consequently, before discussing the origins and evolution of
sweating, it is useful to first consider panting, which is the
primary mechanism of cooling in all non-human mammals.
Panting occurs from the evaporation of water in the upper respiratory tract, primarily in the oral cavity, the oropharynx, and
the upper portion of the trachea. Since the respiratory epithelium of the pharynx is highly vascularized, evapotransipration during panting efficiently cools blood, hence core body
temperature. Panting is extremely efficient and effective, but
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has several constraints. First, panting exchanges body heat
only on the surface of the respiratory tract, whose area is limited even in animals that expand respiratory surface area with
nasal turbinates, elongated snouts, or protruded tongues. Second, since panting primarily occurs in the dead space of the
respiratory tract during shallow breaths, panting efficiency is
elevated primarily by increasing the frequency of respiration
while decreasing tidal volume (129, 146). However, rapid,
shallow breaths cause CO2 buildup in the lungs, risking alkalosis and requiring the alternation of panting breaths that ventilate only dead space with deep, inspiratory breaths. This
alternation, moreover, is prevented in galloping quadrupeds
in which fore-aft tilting of the body causes the viscera to
oscillate forcefully in phase with stride frequency, inhibiting
diaphragmatic contractions between strides (14). As a result,
most quadrupeds cannot gallop for long distances in hot conditions because they cannot pant while galloping, and thus
rapidly overheat (162).
Given the limitations of panting, it is hardly surprising
that natural selection has favored alternate means of heat
exchange through evapotranspiration on the skin’s surface.
A few mammals such as rodents and kangaroos apply saliva
to their skin (36), but the most efficient strategy is to sweat,
which takes advantage of large surface areas. Heat exchange
through sweating has only evolved in a few mammals because
it requires at least three factors, all of which are derived in
humans: the ability to sweat enough but not too much water
on the skin’s surface, air convection at the skin’s surface, and
effective conduction of blood below the skin’s surface.

Eccrine glands
Sweating in which evapotranspiration occurs on the body
surface is not unique to humans, but humans have a specially
elaborated system of cutaneous sweat glands that differs in
several important respects from other mammals, including
those that also sweat. To understand these differences it is
necessary to distinguish between apocrine and eccrine glands
(Fig. 5). Apocrine glands consist of a large, spongy-shaped
secretory duct that is located deep within the dermis, combined with a long, more tubular excretory duct that leads to
a hair follicle, often in conjunction with a sebaceous gland
(leading to the alternate term epitrichial gland, which means
“by the hair”). Apocrine glands are controlled by sympathetic adrenergic nerves, and secrete in association with sebaceous glands a viscous fluid that includes lipids, proteins, and
steroids. In contrast, eccrine glands are smaller than apocrine
glands, lie only in the outer portion of the dermis, and consist
of a coiled secretory tube and a relatively straight excretory
duct that extends to the skin’s surface. The excretory duct
of eccrine glands is formed by a double layer of epithelial
cells that are capable of resorbing some of the constituents of
sweat, especially salt, thereby allowing eccrine sweat to average about 99 percent water. Unlike apocrine glands, eccrine
glands are not directly associated with hair follicles, and they
are innervated by sympathetic cholinergic nerves.
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Schematic of differences between eccrine and apocrine
glands (see text for details)

Humans, like most mammals, have both apocrine and
eccrine glands, but differ in the relative distribution and number of these gland types. Almost all mammals have apocrine
glands in certain regions of the skin in association with hair
follicles but develop eccrine glands solely in the palms of
the hands and soles of the feet to increase frictional gripping
capabilities (1). Although apocrine glands probably evolved
to produce odorants for olfactory and pheromonal communication, several groups of mammals evolved the ability to
use apocrine glands for cooling by evapotranspiration. The
best-studied mammals are tropical ungulates such as cows,
sheep, camels, goats, and horses, which are known to sweat
when thermally stressed (19,145,183,190). Not all ungulates,
however, use apocrine glands for thermoregulation, a capacity which appears to correlate with short fur (see below) and
body size; smaller, furrier mammals rely almost entirely on
panting, while larger, short-haired animals have higher densities of sweat glands to dump more heat (130). One interesting
exception to these trends is the Bedouin black goat, whose
black fur absorbs radiant heat, posing a special thermoregulatory challenge that may have triggered selection for copious
sweat production by a relatively small number of apocrine
glands (13, 70). Marsupials such as kangaroos also use apocrine sweat for cooling, but only during vigorous physical
activity (37).
The evolution of cutaneous glands in primates followed a
very different path. Like most small-bodied mammals, strepsirrhine primates (lemurs, lorises, and galagos) and New
World Monkeys (platyrrhines) have mostly apocrine glands
over the general body surface and lose evaporative heat only
by panting (65). Although reliable data from most primate
species are not available, enough evidence exists to indicate that Old World Monkeys (catarrhines) uniquely evolved
an elaborated system of eccrine glands, comprising approximately 50 percent of subcutaneous glands (53, 61, 71, 80, 104,
105, 141, 183). Data on gland distribution from apes are also
limited, but several studies report that gibbons and orangutans
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resemble Old World Moneys, and that approximately twothirds of the cutaneous glands in chimpanzees and gorillas
are eccrine (43, 48, 105). Assuming these data are correct, the
fact that human cutaneous glands are nearly 100% eccrine
indicates that humans are most appropriately viewed as the
extreme of a trend among monkeys and apes. To what extent
the high density of human eccrine glands results from more
eccrine glands relative to other primates as well as from fewer
apocrine glands is poorly established but both factors may be
important. Eccrine gland density in chimps is reported to be
50% of that in humans (105). In addition, although human
embryos develop apocrine gland placodes throughout the
skin, these incipient glands atrophy and disappear everywhere
except the axillary and pubic regions (12, 142), where apocrine glands still perform ancient communicative functions.
Although eccrine glands are likely denser and more
numerous in humans than in other primates, including apes,
their evapotranspirative function is nonetheless similar. Several studies have demonstrated that non-human primates
sweat in response to heat and/or exercise stress (71, 98, 157)
and that acclimatization to thermal stress increases this
response in monkeys and apes as in humans (65, 141, 157).
These studies did not separate the relative contributions of
apocrine and eccrine secretions to sweat, but the limited evidence available suggests that total sweat rates in non-human
primates are much lower than in humans. Hiley (65) reported
maximum secretion rates of 97 and 80 g/m2 /h in baboons and
chimpanzees, respectively, similar to heat-induced apocrine
secretion rates reported in ungulates (32-150 g/m2 /h), and far
below the maximum values recorded in humans, which vary
between 366 to 884 g/m2 /h (47). It is therefore unlikely that
non-human primates can match maximum sweating rates in
humans, which typically exceed 1 L/h (48). It also unknown
how effective non-human primate sweating is in terms of heat
exchange.

Fur loss
One critical factor that influences the effectiveness of evapotranspiration for heat exchange is hair, especially dense hair,
colloquially known as fur. Almost all mammals have fur,
which has multiple functions that include protection (e.g.,
from bites and thorns), visual communication, camouflage,
reflecting radiant heat, and acting as an insulator by limiting
thermal conduction (heat transfer from the body surface to
the outside) and convection (the movement of air relative to
the body surface). However, the thickness and density of fur
results in two trade-offs for sweating animals. First, evapotranspiration cools the body only if the phase transition from
water to vapor occurs along the skin’s surface, where it can
cool underlying blood. Fur thus hinders effective cooling by
moving the location of most evaporation away from the skin’s
surface. Second, fur inhibits or reduces air convection at the
skin’s surface, limiting the rate of evaporation where it has
the highest cooling potential. As one would predict, mammals
that use sweat to cool tend to have short, sparse fur (128). In
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Figure 6 Schematic of differences between vellus and terminal hair
(see text for details).

one famous experiment, Schmidt-Nielsen (144) found that
shearing a camel (fed ad libitum water) doubled its rate of
water loss after being shorn.
Humans are typically described as mostly hairless, but a
more accurate description is that they are mostly furless. The
average human has approximately 2 to 5 million hairs on the
body surface, with a density of 500 to 1000 follicles/cm2 in
a neonate and 55 to 800 follicles/cm2 in adults with much
variation depending on body region, sex, hair color, and other
factors (170). However, with the exception of the scalp, axilla,
and pubic regions, almost all hair follicles in humans produce vellus rather than terminal hair (Fig. 6). Vellus hairs,
which are extremely fine and less than 2 mm long, grow from
shallow follicles that are not connected to sebaceous glands
(99). During ontogeny, vellus hair follicles are converted by
androgens (primarily dihydrotestosterone) to terminal follicles, which are deeper, larger and connected to sebaceous
glands. Terminal hair is thus thicker, longer, and more pigmented. It is, therefore, incorrect to state that humans are
hairless. Further, it is possible that the density of vellus hair
follicles in humans follows predictions of scaling. As noted by
Schwartz and Rosenblum (149), terminal hair density in primates scales with negative allometry relative to body surface
area, with larger bodied primates such as chimps and gorillas
having sparser terminal hair than gibbons or macaques. To test
whether humans fit this trend will require comparative data
on scaling of hair follicle density rather than just terminal hair
density.
Despite much speculation over why and when humans
were selected to be generally furless, the most popular
hypotheses focus on thermoregulation because a transition
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from terminal to vellus hair removes the insulation that fur
normally provides and thus markedly increases air convection near the skin, allowing more heat exchange (3). One
hypothesis is that selection on early hominins in more open
habitats was made possible by the fact that large-bodied apes
such as chimpanzees already have relatively sparse hair and
thus lacked sufficient pelage for reflecting exogenous heat or
protecting the skin from harmful UV radiation (148). Under
such conditions, improved sweating efficiency led to selection for further fur loss as well as higher melanin content.
A related hypothesis is that once hominins became bipedal,
their bodies (except the tops of their heads) were exposed to
significantly less solar radiation, decreasing the benefit of fur
for reflecting radiation while simultaneously increasing the
benefit of fur loss to increase the rate and efficiency of evaporative cooling by sweating (176-179). Another hypothesis
is that selection for either trekking or long distance running
promoted selection for fur loss because of the elevated need
to dump endogenous heat production caused by running and
walking (15, 136). These and other hypotheses are difficult to
evaluate, however, in large part because we do not yet know
when hominins transitioned from having predominantly vellus rather than terminal hair, and when eccrine gland distribution was elaborated.

Subcutaneous heat convection
Sweating exchanges heat only if evapotranspiration is able
to cool blood near the skin’s surface and then circulate the
blood to the core, replacing it with more hot blood to be
cooled. Consequently, another variable that affects efficient
heat exchange from evapotranspiration is the extensiveness
and control of blood circulation in the dermal layer of the
skin. According to Montagna (Ref. 104: p. 16) “In no other
animal is skin so abundantly vascularized, not even in the great
apes.” Published evidence to support this statement, however,
is descriptive rather than quantitative (5) highlighting the need
for detailed studies of differences in dermal vascularization
between humans and non-human primates.

Nasal cooling
Most heat exchange occurs through evapotranspiration, but
another set of derived adaptations for heat exchange in humans
is in the nose, even though these adaptations are not regulated
by reflexes and account for a smaller percentage of cooling.
Like most terrestrial vertebrates, humans use the respiratory
epithelium in the internal portion of the nose to warm or
cool inspired air to approximately 37◦ C, and to add moisture
to attain approximately 75% to 80% humidity by the time
it reaches the lungs; about one-third of this heat and moisture is then recaptured during expiration in temperate conditions (30). One important difference between humans and
other mammals, however, is the ratio of the surface area of
nasal epithelium in the internal nose, where heat and moisture
exchange occur, relative to the volume of airflow (which is
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Midsagittal comparison of the external and internal nasal
cavities in humans and chimpanzees. Note the lack of a rostrum in
humans, combined with the presence of an external nasal cavity, which
alters the orientation of flow through the nostrils, producing more turbulent flow.

proportional to body mass). Although many primates including chimpanzees have a generally shorter snout (rostrum) than
other mammals, the genus Homo lacks a snout altogether (see
Fig. 7). As a result, non-human primates have significantly
smaller nasal epithelial surface areas relative to body mass
than most mammals, reflecting the generally warm, humid
environments in which they live (90). This ratio, however, is
considerably more extreme in humans, whose short, retracted
midface results in a nasal epithelium surface area one-tenth
the expected value for a mammal of the same body mass, as
shown in Figure 8 (90). Because of a relatively short neck,
humans also have a similarly small tracheal surface area relative to body mass. Since the genus Homo appears to have
evolved in hot, arid habitats (26), it is unlikely that midfacial
shortening evolved in humans as a thermoregulatory adaptation. Instead, the small surface area/volume ratio of the nasal
epithelium must have imposed special challenges by limiting the ability to exchange heat and moisture. As one might
expect, humans appear to have evolved several related adaptations for heat exchange to cope with these constraints.
The first set of adaptations is to increase turbulence. In
most mammals, airflow through the internal nose is primarily
laminar, which has the advantage of generating less resistance but also creates a velocity gradient in which flow rates
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Scaling of surface area of the turbinates (top) and trachea
(bottom) relative to body mass in a wide range of mammals. Humans
fall significantly below the line (Data courtesy of T Owerkowicz, summarized in Ref. 90).

approach zero along the wall of the nose, forming an inert
boundary zone estimated to be 0.25 mm in humans (56). Since
this boundary is enough to reduce the respiratory epithelium’s
capacity for heat and moisture exchange, it is not surprising
that the genus Homo evolved several features to increase turbulent flow in the nasal cavity, thus eliminating any laminar
boundary and causing more air to flow across the epithelial
surface. The most distinctive nasal feature that enhances turbulence is the external nose, unique to humans, in which a
series of cartilages create a vestibular space that is mostly
devoid of epithelium, but which orients the nares (nostrils)
nearly 90◦ relative to the airway of the internal nose, increasing turbulence (29,143). A related set of features that increase
turbulence are several pairs of valve-like constrictions, 30
to 40 mm2 in area, formed by the nostrils and between the
external and internal nasal chambers. These valves function
as Venturi throats (nozzles) that generate turbulence when
air transitions from low velocity and high pressure in the
external nasal cavity to high pressure and low velocity in the
internal nose (169). There are also indications that the human
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nose generates more turbulent airflow during exhalation, thus
helping to conserve water, because of two additional derived
features: the right angle formed between the nasopharynx
and the internal nose, and the aperture created by the internal
choanae (posterior nasal apertures) and the inner nose. The
extent to which these features increase turbulence is untested.
Another important thermoregulatory adaptation in
humans is obligate oral breathing during vigorous exercise.
As described by the Hagen-Poisseuille equation, resistance
in a tube increases in proportion to volumetric flow rate, and
inversely to the tube’s radius to the power of 4 during laminar
flow and to the power of 5 during turbulent flow (70). Increases
in flow rate and turbulence thus become a significant constraint during vigorous exercise when breathing rates more
than double to 40 breaths/min and tidal volume can triple to
1.5 L/breath (31). Although exercising humans decrease airflow resistance in the nasal cavity by increasing nostril diameter and expanding the nasal cavity through vasoconstriction of
the respiratory mucosa (109,138), resistance rapidly becomes
too great for the lungs to overcome, requiring humans to
switch to either oral breathing or combined oronasal breathing during vigorous exercise (107, 175). Intriguingly, humans
are the only mammal species that switches to obligate oral
or oronasal breathing during vigorous activity (103) raising
the possibility it is an adaptation for dumping heat endurance
running, but at the expense of greater rates of water loss (15).
Unlike sweating and fur loss, nasal adaptations can be
partially traced in the fossil record, as shown in Figure 9.
The most important line of evidence is eversion of the lateral
margins of the nasal (piriform) aperture, which first appear in
early Homo fossils ascribed to H. habilis and H. erectus that
are dated to about 2 million years ago (51). This outward orientation of the piriform margins, unique to Homo, indicates
that the nasal cartilages did not lie flat in the same plane as
the rest of the midface, as in apes such as chimpanzees, but
instead formed a protruding external nasal vestibule. Another
line of evidence for enhanced nasal turbulence is the nasal sill
(also shown in Fig. 9), a discontinuity between the nasal aperture and the inner nasal chamber that is absent in the African
great apes, but first appears in some species of Australopithecus such as Au. afarensis, and is particularly pronounced
in Homo (75). More recent selection for nasal shape related
to turbulence is evident among modern humans populations
that originated in Africa but then adapted to diverse environmental conditions over the last few hundred thousand years.
Many studies have documented that modern human populations which have long been living in more arid climates (cold
or hot) have significantly taller nasal apertures that are relatively more narrow and that have higher epithelial surface
area to nasal volume ratios (23, 50, 67, 185, 189).

Brain cooling
A major thermoregulatory challenge for all animals is to
maintain a stable temperature in the brain, and it is commonly argued that human brain cells can only briefly tolerate
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Figure 9 Comparison of the face in four hominin species showing variation in the nasal sills
and margins. Top left, Australopithecus africanus; Top right, Homo habilis; Bottom left, early
African Homo erectus; Bottom right, Homo heidelbergensis. In all species of Homo, the lateral
margin of the nasal aperture is everted, indicating the presence of an external nose.

temperatures above 41◦ C (e.g., Refs. 21 and 45). Some tropical ungulates and carnivores evolved a carotid rete, in which
cooled venous blood from the nasal cavity exchanges heat
with carotid blood through a counter-current flowing anastamotic network, but retes never evolved in primates. Further, maintaining thermal homeostasis in the brain is a special
problem in humans for two reasons. First, humans must cool
relatively more brain tissue than any other terrestrial mammal
because our brains are approximately five times larger than
expected for a mammal of the same body mass (101). Second, humans are the only primate that regularly engages in
prolonged vigorous activity in hot conditions. Are humans
adapted to cooling the brain simply by cooling the core
through sweating, or did hominins evolve additional mechanisms for neural cooling, and what role did these adaptations
play in human brain evolution?
One uniquely human adaptation may be enhanced heat
exchange in the head. According to several studies, the scalp
has one of the highest densities of eccrine glands in the body
(21,80), and it has been proposed that blood cooled by sweating in the scalp actually flows backward into the brain through
tiny emissary veins, thus acting as a specialized, regional cooling system (20, 45, 191). This hypothesis, however, is controversial, and has yet to be supported by in vivo data. Another
untested hypothesis is that humans have an expanded cavernous sinus compared to other primates (22). Such expansion would also be advantageous because it functions as a
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counter-current exchange system in which cooled blood from
the superficial cortical and ophthalmic veins passes around
hotter arterial blood arising from the core. A final hypothesis
is that the expanded thickness of spongy bone (diplöe) in the
cranial vault of Homo acts as a thermal insulator keeping the
brain cool (90).
Further research is needed to test if humans evolved special mechanisms for brain cooling and, if so, when they
evolved. Falk (45) has shown that the frequency of emissary veins more than doubled in genus Homo compared to
Australopithecus. If reverse flow occurs in these veins, then
it is possible this cooling mechanism underwent selection as
humans became more active runners or trekkers (see below).
An alternative or additional hypothesis is that the evolution
of these cooling mechanisms released constraints on the evolution of larger brains in active hominins (44).

Posture and body shape
A final category of features relevant to how hominins coped
with heat stress is posture and variations in body shape. The
most influential hypothesis, proposed by Wheeler, is that
upright posture and locomotion was an adaptation to reduce
exogenous heat gain from solar radiation (176). When the sun
is at its zenith, a bipedal human exposes only 7% of its surface area to maximal radiation, approximately one-third the
maximally exposed surface area of a similar-sized quadruped
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Figure 10 Schematic of Bergmann and Allen’s rules, comparing cold- versus hot-adapted body
forms (modified, with permission, from Ref. 134). The cold-adapted body form has a much lower
ratio of surface area to volume.

(177, 179). Wheeler also argued that bipedalism is adaptive
for sweating by elevating the torso, forelimbs and head higher
above the ground surface where wind speed is greater and temperatures are lower (178). Wheeler’s model clearly predicts
that furless, sweating hominins would have had a thermoregulatory advantage if they were upright bipeds, but it is unclear
if early hominins were furless, how much radiation they were
exposed to, and to what extent they were active at midday,
when most animals in open habitats seek shade. It is therefore unclear whether bipedal posture evolved to facilitate heat
exchange among the first hominins, or whether sweating and
fur loss evolved later in human evolution, perhaps in the genus
Homo.
Related factors that influence heat exchange are body size
and limb length (see Fig. 10), both of which affect surface
area to volume ratios because the volume of an object such
as a sphere scales to its radius to the power of three (4/3πr3 )
but the surface area scales to its radius to the power of two
(4πr2 ). As classically formulated, Bergmann’s rule states that
within homeothermic species, populations in colder regions
will be larger than those in warmer regions in order to retain
heat by minimizing surface area to volume ratios. Because
extremities such as limbs, tails and ears have high surface area
to volume ratios, a related ecogeographical trend is Allen’s
rule, that populations in colder regions have relatively shorter
extremities than populations in warmer regions. Although
Bergmann’s rule has been shown to apply to many birds and
mammals (103), it is only partly relevant to hominins because
bipedal body shape is better approximated as a cylinder in
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which the surface area to volume ratio remains constant
independent of height as long as the radius is constant (134).
Among human populations, the correlation between latitude
and hip width is approximately 0.90, independent of variation
in stature (134), but body mass correlates with latitude
only for extreme comparisons (49). These findings help
explain why species in the genus Homo such as early African
H. erectus that lived in open, hot habitats have relatively
narrow pelves, whereas archaic Homo species such as
Neanderthals that lived in Ice Age Eurasia have relatively
wide pelves (2). Allen’s rule has also been shown to explain
much ecogeographical human variation, with populations
from relatively warmer climates having longer limbs relative
to body mass than those from colder habitats (164). Since
most variation in upper and lower extremity length is caused
by variation in humerus or femur length relative to body
mass, the ratio of the radius to humerus (brachial index) and
the tibia to femur (crural index) are strongly correlated with
latitude in both extant and fossil human populations (165).

Evolutionary scenarios linking
locomotion and heat loss
Although the first hominins were probably either occasional
or habitual bipeds, special human abilities to walk and run
long distances evolved subsequently over the course of several major transitions, with more efficient walking probably
being selected for in some species of Australopithecus and
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endurance running then evolving in Homo possibly along
with additional improved walking capabilities. As summarized above, we do not know when hominins developed
the ability to cool effectively through sweating by increasing the density of eccrine glands and losing fur, but other
improved abilities to lose heat can be seen to a limited extent in
Australopithecus (notably body shape) and then to a considerable extent in the genus Homo. Given the many functional
roles of hominin locomotor and thermoregulatory capabilities,
these adaptations must have evolved partly independently as
a result of multiple selective pressures. However, there are
several reasons to speculate that selection for long distance
walking and then running also drove selection for more effective cooling. Two hypothetical scenarios best fit the evidence.

Hypothesis 1: Predator avoidance while walking
in open habitats
One longstanding and very common hypothesis is that selection for living in more open, hot and arid habitats drove
selection for hominins to become more efficient walkers in
order to forage for more widely distributed food and simultaneously drove selection for more efficient heat dumping to
cope with the thermoregulatory challenges of trekking in the
heat. There are several problems with this popular hypothesis (often termed the savanna hypothesis). First, although the
earliest hominins may have evolved in less densely forested
habitats in which fruits were scattered in smaller, more distant patches and thus required more walking, the anatomy
of the partial Ardipithecus skeleton and other early hominin
fossils suggest that they were adapted for a combination of
climbing plus bipedal walking. More data are needed on early
hominin anatomy, but many adaptations for increased bipedal
efficiency such as an adducted big toe or long legs, do not
appear until later. In addition, although there is debate over
how open the habitats of early hominins such as Ardipithecus,
Sahelanthropus and Orrorin were, they were not open savannas without a substantial degree of tree cover (25, 26, 180).
Another problem with the savanna hypothesis as an explanation for the origins of bipedalism and fur loss is the inability to explain why these derived features evolved in just
hominins and not in other mammals in the same habitats.
As noted previously, some African ungulates did evolve elaborated apocrine sweat capabilities along with carotid retes and
expanded nasal turbinates (34, 128). However, bipedalism is
an unusual form of locomotion with substantial costs in terms
of speed and stability, and which has evolved contingently
only a few times. It is hard to imagine how other African
mammals in open habitats would have benefited from switching to bipedal locomotion had they not been descended from
African great apes. As discussed above, a reasonable hypothesis is that bipedalism was selected in early hominins primarily because they evolved from a knuckle-walking ancestor
whose cost of transport was approximately four times greater
than most other mammals, including humans (154). Alternatively or additionally, bipedalism may have evolved because
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its benefits for feeding outweighed any costs for locomotion
(32, 33, 163). In either case, incipient bipedalism is likely to
have been intermediate in efficiency, and would not have necessarily entailed selection for enhanced abilities to cool. Put
differently, selection for early bipedalism should not to be
confused with later selection for more efficient bipedalism
and possibly thermoregulation when hominins did eventually
occupy very open habitats. Testing this hypothesis will require
better data on the habitats and locomotor capabilities of early
hominins.
Natural selection often favors efficiency, but an additional
important selective factor for hominins in open habitats must
have been predation. Bipedal hominins are necessarily slow
because two legs generate approximately half as much power
as four legs. The world’s fastest sprinters can achieve top
speeds slightly in excess of 10 m/s for only short durations,
roughly half the speed of equivalent-sized quadrupeds with
much shorter legs (52). It is thus reasonable to infer that
hominins who had to forage by walking long distances in
open habitats were easy prey for predators such as lions and
sabertooth tigers. In this context, enhanced thermoregulatory
abilities might have been strongly favored by natural selection
because they would have enabled hominins to preferentially
forage during the hottest times of the day when predators
are generally constrained to rest and cannot run very far at
high speeds. In other words, increased abilities to dump heat
might have coevolved with increased walking efficiency to
increase foraging safety and efficiency in hot, open habitats
with sparsely distributed resources. Testing this hypothesis
will be difficult, because its major prediction is that high
densities of eccrine glands and lower densities of terminal
hair evolved in the genus Australopithecus or possibly earlier.
Also needed to test this hypothesis are better data on the
habitats in which these hominins lived, as well as reliable
estimates of their day ranges (see Ref. 116).

Hypothesis 2: Hunting and gathering
Another hypothesis that has received considerable attention is
that selection for increased locomotor and thermoregulatory
efficiency occurred primarily in the genus Homo because
of the evolution of hunting and gathering. The hunting and
gathering economic system is complex and multifactorial,
involving a combination of long distance foraging, hunting,
tool-making, and intense cooperation such as food-sharing
and division of labor (74, 100). Although foraging and
some degree of tool-using were almost certainly part of
the australopith behavioral repertoire, there are multiple
lines of archaeological and paleontological evidence that the
hunting and gathering system evolved as a whole in the genus
Homo (see Refs. 78 and 91). Species of Homo, especially
starting with H. erectus, also differ morphologically from
australopiths in many ways likely relevant to hunting and
gathering.
Since the primary gait of hunter-gatherers is walking, the
most common hypothesis invoked to explain these differences
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is that the genus Homo was selected for long distance walking
(trekking), which would have also favored sweating and fur
loss in open habitats. Evidence to support this hypothesis
includes many derived features in H. erectus that would have
improved walking performance such as long legs, relatively
larger lower extremity joints, and essentially modern feet (for
review, see Ref. 2). Although we do not know when enhanced
sweating and the loss of fur evolved, external noses, which
play vital roles in heat and moisture exchange during walking
(but not running) also first appear in the genus Homo (51). In
addition, there is no question that the habitats in which early
Homo evolved in Africa were hot, arid and open. Regardless
of debates whether australopiths were inefficient, bent-hipbent-kneed bipeds, it seems reasonable to hypothesize that
there would have been strong selection among hunting and
gathering hominins to walk as efficiently as possible and to
tolerate thermal stress, especially if they were active during
the midday to avoid predators (see above).
An additional, related hypothesis that is not entirely
exclusive with selection for trekking is that there was strong
selection in Homo for long distance running. As noted above,
humans have superlative abilities to run long distances, in
large part because of an extensive suite of adaptations for running that have little or no effect on walking performance. Such
adaptations include elongated tendons such as the Achilles,
relatively short toes, an expanded cranial portion of the gluteus maximus, a narrow waist, a nuchal ligament, and enlarged
anterior and posterior semicircular canals (15, 92, 132, 155).
In addition, running is considerably more thermogenic than
walking, yet novel heat exchange adaptations make humans
unique among mammals in being able to run long distances
in hot conditions (89). It follows that although walking is
unquestionably important in human evolution, walking alone
is unable to explain the combination of unique locomotor
and thermoregulatory adaptations that evolved in the genus
Homo.
A potential explanation for these evolved capabilities is
that there was also selection for the ability to hunt by chasing
animals at running speeds over long distances in the heat,
a strategy known as Persistence Hunting (PH). To appreciate the likely significance of PH, it is useful to consider
that there is abundant evidence that early Homo was hunting
large, mature bovids more than 2 million years ago without
any of the deadly projectile technologies employed by recent
hunter-gatherers (16,42). Before the invention of stone points
500,000 years ago (184) and the bow and arrow less than
100,000 years ago (152), the most lethal weapons available to
early Homo hunters were rocks and untipped wooden spears.
Consequently, hunters would have needed to kill prey at close
range, which is extremely dangerous and thus avoided (27).
PH, however, takes advantage of human abilities to run long
distances in hot conditions at speeds that require their prey to
gallop, thus driving them into hyperthermia (15, 24). As documented by Liebenberg (86, 87), persistence hunts usually
occur during peak heat, often in temperatures above 30◦ C,
and focus on large prey, presumably because larger animals
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generate relatively more body heat when running. Persistence
hunts usually involve alternating chasing and tracking phases.
During the chasing phase, runners run after their prey at a
speed that makes the animal gallop and thus gain heat; during
the tracking phase, which occurs after the prey has galloped
away from the hunter, the hunter tries to follow and locate
the animal, usually at a walking pace, while the prey seeks
shade and rests. If the hunter can resume chasing the animal before it has recovered a normal core body temperature,
then the prey’s core body temperature will keep rising until
it reaches a hyperthermic state, at which point the hunter can
dispatch it from a close distance without danger or sophisticated weapons. Persistence hunting thus requires the hunter
to able to run at speeds that make quadrupeds gallop, to track,
and to keep cool without dehydrating. Further, contrary to
some misconceptions (112, 156), PH does not require the
ability run 35 to 40 km without stop, but instead involves
roughly equal proportions of walking and running at moderate
speeds over distances ranging from 15 to 40 km. The greatest
physiological constraint for humans is water. Yet according
to ethnographic accounts by Liebenberg (86, 87), Kalahari
Bushmen are able to hunt this way without dehydrating in
part by drinking copiously before starting a PH. When and to
what extent runners carried water in containers such as ostrich
eggshells or gourds is unknown. Note also that endurance running is only 30% to 50% more costly than walking (133), but
that the energetic returns from hunting are typically orders of
magnitudes higher (100), especially for persistence hunting,
which has a much higher success rate than bow and arrow
hunting (87). Consequently, persistence hunting would have
been a beneficial strategy among even energy-limited hunter
gatherers.
Another hypothesized advantage for the evolution of
derived endurance running and thermoregulatory capabilities
in hominins is scavenging. All carnivores including modern
hunter-gatherers sometimes scavenge, but competition for
carcasses is intense and also requires speed and fighting
(167). One hypothesis is that hominins first started to incorporate meat in their diet by scavenging for carcasses in open
habitats, perhaps through cues such as circling vultures in
the distance (15). Since hyenas, like other quadrupeds avoid
running during the midday heat, hominins with the ability to
run without overheating would have had an advantage scavenging for carcasses at times of low competition with other
carnivores. This behavior is still practiced by modern huntergatherers (100, 108, 153), and might have been an important
intermediate stage between foraging and hunting and
gathering.
Like many evolutionary hypotheses, the PH and scavenging hypotheses are difficult to test rigorously, but they fit
many lines of evidence. Most obviously, selection for scavenging and PH helps explain why many derived adaptations
for endurance running appear at about the same time as the
oldest evidence for meat-eating in human evolution (15). In
addition, these adaptations also appear approximately when
both meat-eating and bigger brains evolved. Perhaps the
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ability to hunt released a constraint on selection for relatively
larger brains, which require plentiful energy and fat, which
are scarce resources. Additionally or alternatively, tracking
during persistence hunting employs complex cognitive skills
that would have benefited from more encephalization. The
origins of the final component of this behavioral strategy—
the ability to dump heat effectively from increased densities
of eccrine glands and loss of fur—remains elusive. Without
knowing the genes underlying these adaptations and when
they evolved, it is not yet possible to test whether selection
for improved heat exchange was driven by PH in Homo,
was made possible by previous selection for long distance
walking and predator avoidance in Australopithecus, or some
combination of the two. Further, while selection for the
ability to lose heat would have been important for male and
female hunter-gatherers, it is not possible to test whether
selection for endurance running was solely or primarily in
males. Males who hunt more effectively have been shown
to have higher reproductive success than less skilled hunters
(see Ref. 100), but females can also run well. Although
hunting is generally done by males not females (74), women
who are not mothers (e.g., teenagers) might have benefited
from the ability to scavenge or persistence hunt. Alternatively
or additionally, adaptations for endurance running are not
sex-linked.

Other selective forces
Despite the important interdependence between locomotion
and heat exchange, other selective forces almost certainly
played roles in the evolution of human bipedalism, fur loss,
sweating and related adaptations. In addition to selection for
feeding and foraging (discussed above), hypothesized selective forces on bipedalism have included food carrying and
food-provisioning (96, 102), tool-using (35, 64, 173), the ability to see over tall grasses, and even swimming or wading
(106, 187). Similarly, in addition to selection for dumping
excess heat during locomotion, the evolution of fur loss (but
not sweating) has been proposed to have arisen from selection
against ectoparasites (110, 122, 123), sexual selection (35),
and aquatic habitats (106, 187). It is beyond the scope of
this review to evaluate these hypotheses, which have varying
degrees of merit (for reviews, see Refs. 46, 60, 81, 91, 172).
Although some of these selective forces (and probably others)
were undoubtedly important factors in human evolution, it is
important to emphasize that selection for efficient long distance walking and running must have been partly contingent
on and entailed additional selection for improved abilities to
dump heat. In the case of walking, bipedal hominins would
have been at a severe disadvantage walking long distances
if they could not have done so during times of peak heat
when their inability to sprint rapidly would have placed them
at high risk of predation from lions, saber-toothed cats and
other carnivores. In addition, the ability to persistence hunt is
fundamentally based on the ability to keep cool while running,
which is extremely thermogenic.
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Recent evolution and contemporary
relevance
Although species in the genus Homo spread over much of
the Old World during the Pleistocene, H. sapiens (modern
humans) evolved in Africa between 200,000 and 300,000
years ago, and then subsequently dispersed into Eurasia,
Oceania, and the New World over the last 100,000 years
(78). As modern humans moved into new habitats with different ecologies and climatic conditions, they interbred a little
with archaic human species such as Neanderthals (H. neanderthalensis) that had inhabited these regions for long periods of time, but for the most part modern humans replaced
archaic humans (124, 140). Since the first modern humans
were all African hunter-gatherers, primarily adapted to cope
with walking and running long distances in hot, arid conditions, these pioneers must have faced serious thermoregulatory challenges as well as the need to change their locomotor behaviors as they dispersed into different environments.
Moreover, because this period was the most intense period
of the Ice Age, the Late Pleistocene, the most extreme challenges must have been those faced by early modern humans
in highly seasonal temperate habitats.
Modern humans in different regions coped in two ways.
The most potent adaptations were obviously cultural, made
possible by modern human abilities and proclivities to innovate, communicate, and cooperate. Cultural evolution led
to a stunning variety of technologies and behaviors that
have enabled hunter-gatherers to live in almost every habitat, including the arctic. Although innovations such as complex clothing and shelters (and eventually the agricultural and
industrial revolutions) partially buffered humans from natural
selection, they accelerated natural selection in other respects
by enabling people to live in novel habitats and by increasing population sizes, hence the number of available mutations
on which selection can act (62). For example, humans in the
arctic would not have been selected to have relatively shorter
limbs had not their clothing, harpoon technology and other
innovations enabled them to survive in cold conditions in the
first place. Although approximately 86% of the genetic variation in H. sapiens is within rather than between populations
(7, 85), the combined result of cultural evolution and natural
selection has been an integrated and interrelated combination of cultural and physiological adaptations that contribute
to modern human diversity. Most of these regional variations
reflect selection for disease and diet, but a few reflect selection
for thermoregulation (92, 137).
In terms of adaptation for thermoregulation, the most
conspicuous source of diversity is skin pigmentation, which
is strongly correlated with UV levels, probably reflecting a trade-off between protecting the skin from radiation
with inhibiting vitamin D synthesis (69). Another source of
climate-related variation is body shape and size. The earliest
modern humans who moved into Europe came from Africa,
and thus it should be unsurprising that they were generally
tall and relatively narrow, but over millennia selection drove
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European populations towards more cold-adapted shapes with
larger body masses and relatively shorter limbs (66). Other
evidence for regional selection related to climate includes
variations in nasal shape (189), and eccrine gland density
(79, 174). Another candidate for ecogeographical selection
is EDAR370A, an allele that arose in East Asia approximately 30,000 years ago that is associated with more numerous eccrine glands and thicker hair, but which also affects
other traits such as incisor shape and breast size (73).
There is much less evidence for regional selection on locomotion. One well studied candidate is ACTN3, which affects
the relative percentage of fast-twitch and slow twitch fibers,
and which has a variant, R577X, that has been associated
among some (but not all) populations with high percentages of
fast twitch fibers better adapted for power and speed (188). It
is possible that as some human populations experienced more
selection for power relative to endurance as they moved into
novel habitats or (more likely) became farmers. Additional
candidates for selection on locomotion include relative heel
length, toe length, and limb length (83, 115, 120, 132). Future
research is needed to test these and other related hypotheses.

Conclusion
In conclusion, through a series of contingent events, many
driven by climate change, hominins evolved a series of adaptations for bipedal walking and then running, which were probably the main impetus for additional selection for sweating, fur
loss, and other adaptations for effective heat loss during vigorous activity. Regardless of differences within and between
populations, all humans have remarkable abilities to walk
and run long distances, and as a species we are generally well
adapted for endurance. In addition, because of the endogenous heat gain caused by endurance activities, combined with
our tropical origins, all humans are well adapted to lose heat.
Despite some recent selection and much sophisticated technology, this unique and integrated suite of endurance and heat
loss adaptations remain fundamental to human physiology.
Although we have learned much over the last few decades
about the evolutionary history of human locomotion and thermoregulation, considerable additional research is needed. For
one, there is a strong need for more fossils not just of early
hominins, but also from the African great apes in order to
test hypotheses about the anatomy of the LCA of humans
and chimpanzees. We also need to develop better tools to test
hypotheses about the nature of early hominin locomotion from
fossils (e.g., from the structure of trabeculae within joints),
and on the ecological contexts in which they were walking
and running. The evolution of human thermoregulation is
even more murky, largely because the really key physiological features that underlie them leave no fossil traces. The most
promising avenues for research in this field will be to understand the genetic and developmental bases for the loss of fur
and elaboration of sweat glands in humans, and then study
the evolutionary history of these genes. And finally, we know
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remarkably little about the recent evolution of these anatomical and physiological features within different modern human
populations. Overall, an integrated, evolutionary approach to
human locomotion and thermoregulation will help illuminate
how and why humans are the way we are.
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